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Abstract
Post-editing feedback provided by users of on-line
translation services offers an excellent opportunity
for automatic improvement of statistical machine
translation (SMT) systems. However, feedback
provided by casual users is very noisy, and must be
automatically filtered in order to identify the poten-
tially useful cases. We present a study on automatic
feedback filtering in a real weblog collected from
Reverso.net. We extend and re-annotate a train-
ing corpus, define an extended set of simple fea-
tures and approach the problem as a binary classi-
fication task, experimenting with linear and kernel-
based classifiers and feature selection. Results on
the feedback filtering task show a significant im-
provement over the majority class, but also a preci-
sion ceiling around 70-80%. This reflects the inher-
ent difficulty of the problem and indicates that shal-
low features cannot fully capture the semantic na-
ture of the problem. Despite the modest results on
the filtering task, the classifiers are proven effective
in an application-based evaluation. The incorpora-
tion of a filtered set of feedback instances selected
from a larger corpus significantly improves the per-
formance of a phrase-based SMT system, accord-
ing to a set of standard evaluation metrics.

1 Introduction
On-line translation services, such as Google Translate or
Reverso.net, produce instantaneous automatic translation to
user-provided text fragments from one natural language into
another. They are used by all types of users for all types of
purposes. Consequently, a huge volume of translation re-
quests per day are processed, and these exhibit a high di-
versity in terms of topic, genre, style, and length. This rich
translation workflow involving millions of users offers an ex-
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TEC2012-38939-C03-02).

cellent opportunity to collect useful feedback information for
dynamically improving or adapting translation systems.

Currently, most on-line translation platforms implement
procedures for gathering users’ feedback on the output of
their translation requests (e.g., by making vocabulary sug-
gestions or directly post-editing the output sentences), which
may be further used to improve the translation engine. In
practice, however, such feedback collection is irregular and
very noisy for various reasons. Well-intended users may in-
troduce errors in their post-editing process (product of a lim-
ited knowledge of the languages involved or just by inatten-
tion), producing translations that are even worse than the au-
tomatic ones. They can also neglect interface instructions
and submit comments (either about the translation or the sys-
tem), rather than a corrected translation. Users with ill in-
tent may submit malicious translations or simply imperti-
nent comments. Moreover, translation services are gener-
ally exploited by casual users, making translation requests
very noisy and ungrammatical, certainly far from the con-
trolled standard language translation scenarios seen in most
MT evaluation workshops and conferences (e.g., [Callison-
Burch et al., 2012]). All these factors indicate that automatic
mechanisms are needed to identify useful user responses for
system improvement and filter out the erroneous ones.

In this work we experiment with a supervised approach
to user feedback filtering, cast as a binary classification
problem. Departing from our preliminary study Pighin et
al. [2012]: (i) we extend and re-annotate a training English-
to-Spanish corpus; (ii) we propose and adapt new features
for characterizing a text and its alternative translations; and
(iii) we explore different configurations of SVM learning for
the problem (including kernels, parametrization, and feature
selection). The analysis of the manual annotation process and
the results of automatic feedback classification reveal that the
problem is hard for humans and also very difficult to learn
with the shallow features used. As a result, high-precision
filters at acceptable levels of recall are not achievable under
the current setting. Nonetheless, (iv) we show that the pre-
dictions by the feedback classifiers are still useful and can be
integrated into a phrase-based SMT system, significantly im-
proving translation quality on real-world translation requests.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes corpora compilation and annotation. Section 3 in-
troduces the problem setting and lists the complete set of fea-
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tures used for feedback classification. Section 4 describes
the learning procedure and the analysis of results. Section 5
shows the positive impact of the selected feedback instances
in a real SMT system. Section 6 concludes the paper and
outlines several directions for further research.

2 An Annotated Corpus with Human
Correction Feedback

We work with a corpus that is an enhancement of the English–
Spanish partition of the Faust Feedback Filtering (FFF) cor-
pus [Pighin et al., 2012]. The corpus, provided by the FAUST
project1, contains 245 tuples collected from the weblogs of
the on-line translation platform Reverso.net, including:

src source sentence in English (user’s query to the system),
only sentences of up to 20 words are considered;

trans automatic translation of src into Spanish;
feed human feedback, a potentially improved translation of

src, provided by the user;
bt automatic translation of trans back into English;
bf automatic translation of feed into English; and
cl manually assigned class label, i.e., whether feed is a better

translation of src than trans.

To create our corpus, we extended the FFF with 305 new
instances from the same weblog, and added an extra field:
‘ilang’, the language set in the translator’s interface. We man-
ually annotated all the examples with class labels (including
a revision of the original 245), following the procedure de-
scribed in section 2.2. We refer to this corpus as FFF+.2

2.1 Annotation Guidelines
Translation quality is a multifaceted concept, which encom-
passes adequacy (i.e., the translation conveys the meaning of
the source), fluency (i.e., the translation is a fluent utterance
in the target language), and other aspects; some of them de-
fined on a per-application basis, e.g., vocabulary usage, lan-
guage register, post-editing effort, etc. The ultimate goal of
this study is to automatically improve on-line SMT quality
by incorporating casual users’ correction feedback (cf. Sec-
tion 5), so one has to be cautious when considering which
instances are useful. To determine which fragment (trans or
feed) is a better translation of src, we followed the 9 rules
(partially derived from Pighin et al. [2012]) described below.
Table 1 includes some real examples for illustration.
Feed is considered useful, if:

1. feed is strictly more adequate than trans (even if still
imperfect); or

2. src had a small typo, causing the translator to fail, but
feed is clearly the expected translation.

Feed is considered useless if:
3. feed is indeed a comment (e.g., about the translator);

1This project is focused on the development of machine transla-
tion systems that can respond rapidly and intelligently to user feed-
back (http://www.faust-fp7.eu).

2The FFF and FFF+ corpora are freely available at http://www.
faust-fp7.eu/faust/Main/DataReleases

4. feed presents valid corrections or translation alterna-
tives, but is not phrased as a grammatical sentence (e.g.,
“X should be better translated as Y”;

5. feed is identical to trans;
6. feed is better than trans in some parts but worse in oth-

ers;
7. src is too noisy for a translation to be feasible (e.g., it

contains grammar errors or junk content); or
8. feed contains only noise.

To these, we add an additional rule:
9. If both trans and feed are valid translations of src, select

the most natural according to the available context.

2.2 Corpus Annotation
Two volunteersA1 andA2 (native Spanish speakers with high
command of English), annotated the FFF+ corpus. On the ba-
sis of the aforementioned guidelines, they had to choose label
“1” for useful or “0” for useless given triples composed of
src, trans, and feed. When in doubt, “0” was the preferred
label. The process involved two phases: (i) annotation of a
small subset for calibration, and (ii) annotation of the remain-
ing examples. At the end of each step, annotators discussed
disagreed instances until a consensus label was adjudicated—
occasionally causing minor criteria adjustments.

In the calibration phase, A1 and A2 judged 25 randomly
selected instances from the original FFF corpus. The levels
of inter-annotator agreement, in terms of Cohen’s kappa coef-
ficient [Cohen, 1960], were κ(A0, A1) = 0.33, κ(A0, A2) =
0.22, and κ(A1, A2) = 0.66, where A0 represents the orig-
inal annotation. Three common disagreement triggers were
identified: (a) ill-formed src entries for which no correct
translation was possible, but proper feedback had been pro-
vided; (b) long snippets with both better and worse sections;
and (c) single-word entries for which both trans and feed rep-
resented valid translations, but no context was available to
discriminate. Disagreements at this stage resulted in rules 7
and 9. After observing the low agreement with respect to
A0, every instance in the FFF corpus was re-annotated from
scratch with the revised criteria, obtaining a much higher final
agreement κ(A0, A1) = 0.58. During the second phase, A1

and A2 annotated the 305 new instances, obtaining a compa-
rable κ(A1, A2) = 0.53 (corresponding to an absolute agree-
ment ratio close to 80%).

In summary, the 550 instances were independently labeled
by at least two human annotators, and the disagreement cases
(∼100) were all discussed until consensus was reached. The
levels of agreement achieved (0.5–0.6) can be considered
moderately high but not fully satisfactory. This indicates the
inherent difficulty of this task, even for humans. Human per-
ception of translation quality is a very subjective matter, de-
pendent on small details which are difficult to capture in a set
of simple guidelines. This effect is amplified by the noisy na-
ture of the input text we are working with, where often the
input sentences lack the necessary context to make fully reli-
able decisions. Not surprisingly, in Section 3 we observe how
this task is also difficult for the automatic classification meth-
ods, which use much less informed features and semantic in-
formation than humans when deciding on translation quality.
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Table 1: Instances of source, translation and human feedback tuples. ID corresponds to the rule number
ID source automatic translation user feedback explanation
1 I am still in a meeting Soy todavı́a en una reunión Aun estoy en una reunión Verb fixed (still a diacritic

missing)
2 Relentlessy Relentlessy implacablemente Typo in source
3 He ’s cinema Él ’ s cine Ustedes no saben nada de inglés Unrelated comment
4 saw vio vieron o vio The entire sentence is not a

valid translation of src
5 He learned that he would

have to pay for the wedding
himself

Él se enteró de que tendrı́a que
pagar por la boda él mismo

Él se enteró de que tendrı́a que
pagar por la boda él mismo

Identical sentences

6 position the rear piston
at TDC by turning the
crankshaft clockwise (right
side view)

coloque el pistón de reverso
en TDC por girando el
cigüeñal en el sentido de
las agujas del reloj (la vista
lateral derecha)

coloque el pistón del cilindro
trasero en posiciónTDC girando
el cigüeñal en el sentido de las
agujas del reloj (mirando del
lado lateral derecho)

Some sections are better,
some others are worse

7 you believe know, both is a
ignorant

usted cree saben, ambos son
unos ignorantes

usted cree saber, pero es un ig-
norante

Source is too low quality to
expect any translation

8 Don’t Stop the party No Pare el partido wqkjkwj Just keyboard-striking
9 wherever they are found cualquier parte donde ellos

sean encontrados
dondequiera que se encuentren Feedback flows better

Nonetheless, this task is only an intermediate filtering step
to improve translation systems. Section 4 shows that despite
its imperfections, the resulting automatic assessments can be
used to significantly improve a phrase-based SMT system.

3 Features for Feedback Filtering
We model feedback filtering as a binary classification prob-
lem: tuples (src, trans, feed) have to be assigned a positive
label iff feed is a better translation from src than trans. We
consider four sets of very simple features to characterize the
tuple fields as well as the relationships within them: surface,
back-translation, noise-based, and similarity-based. The
former two sets are derived from those described in [Pighin
et al., 2012]. Back-translation and similarity-based features
use the texts resulting from translating either trans or feed
back into the source language. Text pre-processing includes
case folding and diacritic elimination.

Surface features
These features consider src, trans, feed, and ilang (not con-
sidered before); i.e., information available at operation time:

(a) Length of [src, trans, feed] in tokens.

(b) Ratio of lengths in tokens between (trans, src), (feed,
src), and (trans, feed).

(c) Ratio between length in characters and tokens for [src,
trans, feed].

(d) Levenshtein distance between (trans, feed) divided by
length of trans; both at token and character level.

(e) Number of words in trans not in feed divided by number
of words in trans (and vice versa).

(f) Vocabulary containment [Broder, 1997] between (trans,
feed), (src, trans), and (src, feed).

(g) Ratio of (c)’s resulting features between (trans, src),
(feed, src), and (trans, feed).

(h) Length of longest word for [src, trans, feed].

(i) Ratio of (h)’s resulting features between (trans, src),
(feed, src), and (trans, feed).

(j) Two binary features: 1 if feed = trans, src = trans; 0
otherwise.

(k) Three (complementary) binary features: 1 if interface is
in English, Spanish, or other; 0 otherwise.

Back-translation features
These are also surface features, but now consider the back-
translations of trans (bt) and feed (bf ):

(l) Levenshtein distance between (src, bt) and (src, bf ); both
at token and character level.

(m) Ratio between (l)’s resulting features for [(src, bf ), (src,
bt)]; both at token and character level.

(n) Vocabulary containment [Broder, 1997] between (src, bt)
and (src,bf )

(o) Number of words in src not in bt (bf ) divided by number
of words in src.

Noise-based features
These binary features are designed to indicate the likelihood
of any of the text fragments including noisy sections. Some of
them try to determine a “length-based translation difficulty”.

(p) 1 if src contains one single word; 0 otherwise.

(q) 1 if src contains up to 5 words; 0 otherwise.

(r) 1 if src contains between 6 and 10 words; 0 otherwise.

(s) 1 if src contains more than 11 words; 0 otherwise.

(t) Six features: 1 if [src, trans, feed] contains a word of
length in the range [10, 14] and [15,∞); 0 otherwise

(u) Three features: 1 if [src, trans, feed] contains a sequence
of three repeated characters; 0 otherwise.
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Similarity-based features
This set assesses the resemblance of the elements in the tu-
ple to each other on the basis of different similarity metrics,
which are designed to be a better option than Levenshtein-
based features.

(v) Character 3-gram cosine similarity between all pairwise
choices from { src, trans, feed, bt, bf}.

(w) Cognateness-based [Simard et al., 1992] cosine similar-
ity between all pairwise choices from { src, trans, feed,
bt, bf}.

(x) Two features using length factor [Pouliquen et al., 2003]
(lf) with the parameters estimated by [Potthast et al.,
2011]: lf(src, trans) and lf(src, feed).

(y) Two complementary boolean features: lf(src, trans) >
lf(src, feed) and lf(src, trans) < lf(src, feed).

These features are based on concepts borrowed from cross-
language information retrieval and machine translation. Short
character n-grams are considered a useful choice when
comparing texts across languages [McNamee and Mayfield,
2004]. Pseudo-cognates and the relative length of translations
are well known options for aligning bilingual corpora [Simard
et al., 1992; Gale and Church, 1993].

4 Learning and Analysis of Classifiers
We trained support vector machines (SVM) [Vapnik, 1995]
with the features described in the previous section to
learn the feedback classifiers. In particular, we used
SVMlight [Joachims, 1999] and experimented with three
standard kernels: linear, degree 2 polynomial3, and RBF.

The tuning of the classifiers was made with 90% of the
FFF+ corpus. The remaining 10% was left aside for testing
purposes. Before training, non-binary features were normal-
ized. Values were bounded in the range µ± 3 ∗ σ2 to reduce
the impact of outliers during normalization. Normalization
was then applied by means of z-score: x = (x− µ)/σ. Later
on, mean and standard deviation of the tuning dataset were
used to normalize the remaining instances, which were then
used to perform the final test.

We evaluated the task performance on the basis of standard
classification and recognition measures, namely: classifica-
tion accuracy, precision (ratio of correctly predicted useful
instances and all predicted useful instances), recall (ratio of
correctly predicted useful instances and all useful instances
in the dataset), and F1 (the harmonic mean of precision and
recall).

Our SVM training strategy aims to optimize F1. It consists
of two iterative steps: (a) parameter tuning: a grid search
for the most appropriate SVM parameters [Hsu et al., 2003],
and (b) feature selection: a wrapper strategy, implementing
backward elimination to discard redundant or irrelevant fea-
tures [Witten and Frank, 2005, p. 294]. We iteratively applied
these two steps on the basis of a 10-fold cross-validation until
F1 stoped improving. Our backward elimination strategy is
inspired by the well known concept of look ahead. The pro-
cess starts by considering the entire feature set and proceeds

3We explored higher degrees (≤5) without improving results.

Table 2: Micro-averaged evaluation for model tuning. We con-
sider three SVM kernels, basic (top) and enhanced (bottom) feature
sets and applying feature selection (or not). The number of features
maintained after convergence of the feature selection process is pre-
sented in column |M |.

kernel Acc. F1 Prec. Rec. |M |
linear 66.5 (63.8) 69.9 (64.8) 64.8 (64.7) 76.0 (65.0) 21
poly 67.5 (61.0) 73.7 (69.1) 63.0 (58.2) 89.0 (85.0) 24
RBF 60.8 (60.4) 70.3 (70.0) 57.5 (57.3) 90.6 (90.2) 34
linear 70.5 (65.9) 73.6 (69.3) 68.1 (64.3) 79.9 (75.2) 43
poly 70.3 (66.3) 75.8 (72.3) 65.2 (62.5) 90.6 (85.8) 60
RBF 71.1 (67.9) 74.5 (71.6) 68.1 (65.6) 82.3 (78.7) 52

iteratively, eliminating one feature per iteration until no F1

improvement is observed. In order to decide which feature
to eliminate, all possible pairs of features are inspected. In
detail, let K be the active features at a certain iteration:

1. Build a classifier with the dataset DK and obtain its F1.
2. Build theK∗(K−1)/2 possible datasets withK−2 fea-

tures, train classifiers, and evaluate their performance.
3. If the best dataset gets a better (or equal) performance

than that ofDK , build datasetsDK−a andDK−b, where
a, b are the two implied features.

4. Discard either a or b—the one that yields a better
performance—from DK and go back to step 1.

If step 3 is unable to get a better dataset, the process is re-
peated, generating only k datasets with k − 1 features. The
process stops if no better values of F1 are obtained.

The results of the model tuning process are summarized in
Table 2. The table presents the results of all three kernels, for
both basic (surface and back-translation) and enhanced (basic
+ noise- and similarity-based) features sets, and the applica-
tion or not of the feature selection. A first observation is that
the feature selection procedure consistently results in better
accuracy and F1 scores, i.e., it not only discards irrelevant
features but also some harmful ones. Moreover, enhancing
the basic feature set with the newly proposed features causes
the performance of the different classifiers to increase in all
the evaluation measures. We are particularly interested in pre-
cision, as we would like to avoid the insertion of noisy entries
into the translation system. The highest precision, 68.1%,
is obtained with both linear and RBF kernels; with identical
values of accuracy and similar recall. The rest of our experi-
ments are carried out with the selected features only.

Performance differences with respect to the length of src
are shown in Table 3. It is unsurprising that one-word in-
stances get the lowest F1 —they do not provide information
enough to characterize them (indeed, these were problematic
cases for the manual annotation as well). Considering the low
percentage of one-word useful instances, it could be worth
simply discarding them. The best results come with mid-
length sentences which also include the highest proportion
of positive instances.

The precision-recall curves for the three resulting classi-
fiers are displayed in Figure 1. The behavior of the three
classifiers is very similar for the highest levels of recall. The
polynomial kernel performs at its best with a high recall, at
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Table 3: Cross-validation results broken down by length of
the source sentence. Columns include µ ± σ values of Accuracy
and F1 for the three kernel classifiers, number of instances, and per-
cent classified positive for each set of instances.

#tokens Acc. F1 size %pos
1 74.5±2.66 32.2±7.48 115 23.5

2–5 61.0±3.80 66.4±3.14 199 54.3
6–10 74.5±0.98 84.1±0.51 102 70.6

11–15 65.4±1.06 76.0±1.82 54 57.4
16–20 65.3±2.31 76.7±2.33 25 64.0
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Figure 1: Precision-recall curve over the development parti-
tion for the three kernels.Values for the SVM classification thresh-
old are highlighted.

the cost of a relatively low precision. Both linear and RBF
kernels achieve their best result at similar levels of recall and
precision. Still, precision of the linear kernel overcomes the
rest from this point, a very important characteristic when con-
sidering the task of selecting error-free sets of useful feedback
for MT improvement. All in all, the three classifiers exhibit
a poor precision performance with values only slightly over
70% at acceptable levels of recall. Significantly higher values
are reached only when recall is lower than 10%. This behav-
ior reflects the difficulty of confidently characterizing positive
examples with the shallow features we are using. The room
for improvement may come at the form of deeper, even se-
mantic, features.

What features are considered relevant by the feature selec-
tion process? Let us focus on the enhanced feature set. On
average, 52% of the 77 features are maintained by the se-
lection process (the linear kernel achieves competitive results
with the fewest features). Still, only 27 features (35%) are
considered relevant simultaneously by the three kernel con-
figurations: 10 (13%) from the surface and back-translation
sets and 17 (22%) from the noise- and similarity-based sets.
Particularly, 13 out of the 20 features based on character 3-
grams and cognateness similarity (cf. (v) and (w) in Sec-
tion 3) are always maintained. In contrast, only 2 out of 8
features based on Levenshtein distance, are always kept. In
agreement with previous results [Pighin et al., 2012], back-

Table 4: Results over the unseen test partition by considering
the features obtained from the enhanced set with look-ahead.

kernel Acc. F1 Prec. Rec.
linear 69.9 73.2 65.2 83.3
poly 71.2 75.3 65.3 88.9
RBF 72.6 75.6 67.4 86.1

translations (i.e., bt and bf ) are found relevant, since they are
mostly retained. On the other side, only 6 features were con-
sidered useless in all the cases, including those that look at
tokens longer than 15 words and a couple of similarities be-
tween texts in the same language.

We used the best kernel configurations and feature sets to
train three new SVMs and classify the test partition from the
FFF+ corpus. As can be seen in Table 4, the obtained re-
sults are very similar to those of the cross-validation (Ta-
ble 2). This performance is slightly better than the figures
reported by Pighin et al. [2012] with the original FFF cor-
pus: A = 63.9, P = 64.3, and R = 85.3. Nevertheless,
these figures are not directly comparable: the current training
dataset is bigger and some of the instances in common be-
tween FFF and FFF+ were switched to a different class after
the annotation revision (cf. Section 2.2). Indeed, preliminary
experiments, not reported here, showed that the new annota-
tion made the classification of the FFF corpus slightly harder.
Additionally, the test set contains only a few dozen instances
and small variations might cause drastic shifts. Rather than
delving further into the comparison on the feedback classi-
fication task, we believe that it is more relevant to evaluate
the utility of the output of these classifiers at improving the
quality of a translation system.

5 Impact on an SMT System
In this section we present our preliminary experiments on
the integration of automatically selected feedback in a real
MT system. For that, we used a set of 6.6K fresh feed-
back instances, collected again from the Reverso.net weblogs.
These instances were automatically classified with the mod-
els trained on the whole FFF+ corpus, and used to enrich the
translation model of a previously existing English-to-Spanish
SMT system. This translator is a factored MOSES phrase-
based system [Koehn and Hoang, 2007] from words into
words and POS-tags4, trained with corpora from WMT’125.
We consider two variants of the baseline: (a) ‘Base News’,
tuned on News bilingual corpora distributed by WMT’12, and
(b) ‘Base Faust’, which is adapted to the noisy scenario of
on-line translation, with open-domain requests. This adapta-
tion is made with both the Faust (development) corpus6, for
parameter tuning, and additional language models built from
Reverso.net Spanish to English translation requests.

4Extracted with the Freeling suite [Padró et al., 2010].
5http://www.statmt.org/wmt12
6Available at ftp://mi.eng.cam.ac.uk/data/faust/FAUST-1.0.tgz,

this corpus, independent from the FFF+, is composed of actual
translation requests from Reverso.net, accompanied by manual ref-
erences. It is split into development and test sets with slightly over
one thousand sentences each.
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Table 5: Results obtained by all baseline and feedback-
enriched SMT systems on the Faust test set.

BLEU NIST TER MTR ULC
Faust Raw
Base News 32.86 7.98 53.39 53.30 38.87
Base Faust 34.47 8.28 51.76 54.87 42.54
Faust+Feed (all) 34.41 8.27 51.15 55.32 42.93
Faust+Feed (class.) 34.85 8.39 50.61 55.82 44.05
Faust+Feed (50%) 35.22† 8.41∗ 50.19 55.83 44.59
Faust Clean
Base News 36.75 8.40 48.71 56.66 39.29
Base Faust 38.64 8.68 46.91 58.42 42.91
Faust+Feed (all) 38.61 8.64 46.80 58.60 42.79
Faust+Feed (class.) 39.17 8.76 45.74 59.29 44.28
Faust+Feed (50%) 39.49∗ 8.80∗ 45.42 59.31 44.78

Our approach to enrich the translation model from the
baseline system (TM1) is as follows (more details can be
found in [Formiga et al., 2012]). Word alignments between
corresponding trans and feed are computed to uncover the po-
tential translator’s mistakes. Identical words in the two frag-
ments are linked to each other and used as a pivot to iden-
tify the corresponding fragments in src. Mismatching frag-
ments are used to generate new alignments between src’s and
feed’s fragments. The resulting set of alignments between src
and feed is used to estimate a new translation model TM2.
Its inclusion into TM1 is performed in two different ways:
(i) phrases in TM2 not in TM1 are added, and (ii) phrases
in TM2 already in TM1 are promoted. To increase robust-
ness, mistaken translated fragments from src to trans cause
the likelihood of related alignments in TM1 to decrease.

Table 5 presents the results obtained on the Faust test set
with the two baseline and the feedback-enriched MT sys-
tems. We limit the analysis of the enriched systems to the
incorporation of feedback instances ranked by the linear clas-
sifier.7 Three cases are considered: (a) ‘Faust+Feed (all)’, in
which every instance of the corpus is added without filtering;
(b) ‘Faust+Feed (class.)’, where we add exactly the instances
predicted as useful by the classifier; and (c) ‘Faust+Feed
(50%)’, where we add the 50% top scored examples by the
classifier. The two available versions of the Faust test set were
also considered. In ‘Faust Raw’ the source text comes “as is”,
whereas ‘Faust Clean’ incorporates some manual corrections
to the source (misspellings, typos, slang, etc.).

We applied standard evaluation metrics for MT: BLEU,
NIST, METEOR, and TER [Papineni et al., 2002; Nis,
2002; Snover et al., 2009; Denkowski and Lavie, 2011]. The
last column includes ULC: a linear combination of several
variants of the preceding four metrics, provided by the Asiya
suite for MT evaluation [Giménez and Màrquez, 2010].8 The
best results in every test set are boldfaced.

Several conclusions can be drawn from Table 5. Firstly,
‘Base Faust’ is a strong baseline, since it performs signifi-

7Experiments with the polynomial and RBF kernel-based classi-
fiers did not improve over the results of the linear kernel. Pending
a further study, this fact could be explained by the ability of linear
models to achieve higher levels of precision (cf. Figure 1).

8http://nlp.lsi.upc.edu/asiya/

cantly better than the baseline translator optimized over stan-
dard text. We take ‘Base Faust’ as the reference for the fol-
lowing comparisons. Secondly, ‘Faust+Feed (all)’ is unable
to improve performance, showing that one cannot simply add
all feedback instances collected without any filtering of the
noisy cases. Instead, selecting a subset of instances accord-
ing to the classifiers (‘class.’ or ‘50%’) improves the results
over Base Faust consistently across all the evaluation metrics.
The quality–quantity tradeoff appears to be an important as-
pect when enriching the baseline system. The top-50% cut
obtains the best results in all metrics. This is slightly more
conservative (so more precision oriented) than selecting the
instances classified positively, which amount to 61.2% in this
case. Empirical analysis of the optimal selection thresholds
should be studied in future work. Finally, statistical tests per-
formed using bootstrapping [Riezler and Maxwell, 2005] in-
dicate that BLEU and NIST scores for ‘Faust+Feed (50%)’
are better than those of ‘Base Faust’ with high probability in
both versions of the test set (‘∗’ and ‘†’ in the table indicate
confidence levels of 0.99 and 0.95, respectively).

6 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we approached the automatic identification of
useful translation corrections provided by users of an on-line
MT service as a supervised classification task. In order to do
so, we extended a previously existing corpus to more than 500
manually annotated instances and applied supervised learning
(SVMs) to train classifiers. More than 70 features were used
to characterize the text fragments and their inter-relations, re-
quiring no external resources. Our tuning strategy, based on
parameter adjustment and feature selection, showed that, re-
gardless of the kernel, features aimed at measuring mono- and
cross-language similarity between the fragments are particu-
larly useful. The resulting classifiers showed precision levels
in the 70-80% range. Regardless of this modest performance,
we showed that an appropriate inclusion of the selected feed-
back into a state-of-the-art statistical machine translation sys-
tem can significantly improve its performance. A recent man-
ual analysis (not included here) revealed that the improve-
ment is not only due to an enriched vocabulary, but mainly
comes from better morphology, agreement and reordering.

Our ongoing work consists of considering more sophisti-
cated features, including statistical language models, mono
and bilingual dictionaries, and various quality estimation
(QE) measures from the MT community (e.g., [Specia et al.,
2010; Callison-Burch et al., 2012]). Our preliminary results
using the Asiya QE measures as new features seem promis-
ing. Another research path consists of using a combination of
classifiers in order to achieve higher levels of precision. Fi-
nally, the main direction for future work will be an in-depth
study of the integration and impact of the selected feedback
into the translation system. Among others, we should ana-
lyze: (a) the relation between quality and quantity of selected
feedback instances and its influence in translation improve-
ment and (b) the qualitative impact on translation —new vo-
cabulary, new constructions, adaptation to input noise, poten-
tial degradation on other domains, etc.
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